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TIME MANAGEMENT AS A COMPONENT OF SUCCESSFUL COMMUNICATION OF FUTURE MANAGERS OF SOCIO-CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

Modern tendencies of forming communicative competence of future managers of socio-cultural activities are covered in the article. The basic components of communicative competence that are important for the successful communication interaction of future managers of socio-cultural activities are distinguished. The own interpretation of temporal competence as an integral quality of future managers of socio-cultural activities is proposed, which creates conditions for optimal design of communicative competence. The three most important components of temporal competence are also distinguished, in particular: awareness of time, emotional experience of time and organization of time of professional activities, which in the complex provides emotional stability, stress resistance and self-realization of future managers of socio-cultural activities. In addition, a number of structural elements of time management have been identified: time inventory over several working days to analyze one’s own working style and identify causes of time deficiency; constant analysis of the
use of time, identification of the unproductive nature of its costs; systematic scheduling of working hours, work on daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and other types of plans; constant differentiation and coordination of production and personal plans; developing respect for time. At the same time, the following basic principles of time management are distinguished and characterized: consistency (unity between vision and mission, roles and goals, priorities and plans, desires and discipline), balance (harmonious distribution of time between personal and professional life), focus (concentration on solving important matters), humanity in relationships, flexibility to become comfortable for performing professional activities), a compactness that, overall, will help one not lose any important ideas in the process of communicative interaction. The stages of time management are also distinguished and characterized, among them there are: goal setting, time planning, self-awareness, decision making, implementation of plans and organization of personal professional process, control over execution. Attention is drawn to the basic planning requirements that will ensure the high productivity of future managers of socio-cultural activities. A number of time management systems and techniques are also highlighted that will be useful in communicating in the socio-cultural management industry.
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**Formulation of the problem.** Current trends of the formation of communication skills of managers of socio-cultural activities require mobility and the use of innovative tools in modeling professional activities. The specificity of the socio-cultural activities environment is directly linked to the constant changes that require professional activities in well-defined time parameters and rapid adaptation to market conditions.

Managers of the socio-cultural activities industry are in constant communication interaction with consumers of socio-cultural activities services, business partners and competitors in business, public authorities and local self-government bodies, the public, etc. Therefore, when fulfilling their functional responsibilities, socio-cultural activities specialists (graduates) must adapt quickly to changes, reformat their activities in line with current trends, prudently prioritize, allocate time and human resources, seek time reserves for projects, study and implement personnel management technologies for enterprise development. The lack of such competencies and, in particular, the inability to manage one’s own time without taking into account priorities and well-defined goals, can become a stumbling block to the formation and development of the socio-cultural communicative personality of a manager of socio-cultural activities. That is why the problems of rational organization of activity of manag-

ers of sociocultural activities nowadays require the active study and application through mastering the methods, principles and rules of effective use of time management technologies.

**Analysis of recent research and publications.** In the context of the problem under study, it is necessary to highlight the achievements of such scientists as: N. Alyushyna, G. Arkhangel'sky, L. Balabanov, P. Berd, E. Golovakha, L. Dub, V. Zinchenko, D. Kennedy, S. Covey, V. Kolpakova, T. Kotova, V. Kulykova, A. Leiken, S. Maksymenko, J. Morgenstern, I. Prymak, N. Sydorov, B. Tracy, and others.

**Unsolved parts of the overall problem** are to find out the content and specific features of using time management technology as a component of successful communication interaction in the socio-cultural activities industry of Ukraine.

**The purpose of the proposed study** is to clarify the essence of time management and adaptation of its technologies to modeling successful communication by a manager of socio-cultural activities.

**The scientific novelty of the article** is to improve the theoretical-and-practical studies of the professional activities of managers of socio-cultural activities and to substantiate practical tips for using time management technologies in the process of successful communication.

**Presenting main material.** Socio-cultural practice shows that the success of a manager of socio-cultural activities depends, above all, on his/her professionalism, where 15 per cent of success is a set of professional qualities, and 80 per cent is the ability to communicate effectively. That is why the communication process in the socio-cultural activities business should be considered not only as the exchange of information for the purpose of awareness, but directly as an important component of the competence and professionalism of a manager of socio-cultural activities.

The basic components of the competencies that are important for the successful communication interaction of managers of socio-cultural activities are: empathy, flexibility, the ability to listen, the ability to make uncategorical judgments, tolerance, cultural polycentrism, etc. Therefore, we consider it necessary to point out that punctuality is the basis for the effective temporal organization of the activities of a manager of socio-cultural activities in the process of communicative interaction. It is this trait that plays an important role in the construction of the success of the communication process, it is an indicator of the integrity of the personality of a manager of socio-cultural activities.

Leading coach Dan Kennedy emphasizes in his book “No B. S. Time Management” that
people who cannot be punctual cannot be trusted because one who cannot appreciate the time of another cannot appreciate their own time as well [1, p. 24–26]. In general, the success of communicative interaction involves the development in a manager of socio-cultural activities skills of rational organization of professional activities with minimal time, ability to prioritize, the ability to target, measured by the effective allocation of time. Particular attention is paid to the ability to subtly, adequately and in a timely manner “here and now” empathize with the feelings and moods of the other throughout the communication process.

Without exaggeration, time is the most precious treasure in a person’s life, about which B. Franklin noted that “time is money!” That is why we consider it necessary to distinguish the concept of “temporary competence” as having the skills and abilities of effective planning and use of working time, adequate estimation of expenses in carrying out functional duties, designing programs of achievement of the purpose, goals and tasks according to the resource of time, continuous improvement of professional competence, optimal balance of work and rest, development of communicative competence, self-motivation, self-organization, self-control, and as a consequence, self-development.

Understanding and using in the professional activities the basics of temporal competence means the adequacy of temporal perception (sense of time) and time planning skills, the ability to rationally redistribute temporal priorities and boundaries of interpersonal communication, not neglecting time of others in interpersonal relationships, adhere to the principles and rules of time management, including the ability to delegate authority in social communications [2, p. 170–173].

The analysis of scientific literature gives the opportunity to distinguish three major components of temporal competence, in particular: awareness of time, emotional experience of time and organization of time of professional activity, which in the complex provides emotional stability, stress resistance and self-realization of managers of socio-cultural activities. In general, temporal competence will be understood as the integral quality of a manager of socio-cultural activities, which creates the conditions for optimal design of communicative competence.

Therefore, we are convinced that in the process of communicative interaction between success and failure lies an abyss whose name “I have no time” can be overcome through the use of time management technology. Since time management is a rational use of time resources during the working day, we pay attention to the ability of a manager of socio-cultural activities to successfully manage the time provided, if any: the desire to do it, the possession of planning tools, the responsibility for the use of their own working time.

Against this background, it should be noted that time management technology does not guarantee 100 per cent success, but without it communication success is impossible. To a large extent, being able to manage your time does not mean living with a stop-watch in your hand. First of all, it is necessary to master the ability to set goals; to plan one’s own activities (formulation of tasks, choice of optimal solutions, most effective ways of achieving the set goals); develop self-control skills, the ability to independently evaluate the success (or failure) of one’s own actions; to keep track of time spent, to make efficient use of all available reserves [3, p. 8–10].

In the scientific literature, such structural elements of time management are identified as: time inventory over several working days to analyze one’s own working style and identify causes of time deficiency; constant analysis of the use of time, identification of the unproductive nature of its costs; systematic scheduling of working hours, work on daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and other types of plans; constant differentiation and coordination of production and personal plans; developing respect for time [4, p. 280–281]. All the above mentioned can be defined as steps towards organized, rich, productive and successful communication interaction in the socio-cultural activities industry, which will serve as the basis of communication competence of managers of socio-cultural activities, where we successfully understand the process of development, implementation and decision-making on the basis of self-centeredness, motivation and self-realization, systems of professional knowledge, skills that ensure professional development, achievement of goals and satisfaction with professional activities.

The analysis of scientific literature makes it possible to distinguish the following basic principles of time management: consistency (unity between vision and mission, roles and goals, priorities and plans, desires and discipline), balance (harmonious distribution of time between personal and professional life), focus (focus on solving important matters), humanism in relationships, flexibility (plans should become convenient for performing professional activities), compactness, which as a whole will help not lose any important idea in the process of communicative interaction.

It should be noted that during communicative interaction it is important to take into
account the stages of time management, including: goal setting, time planning, self-awareness, decision-making, implementation of plans and organization of personal professional process, control over execution [5, p. 9–13]. Let’s consider them.

The disclosure of the communicative potential of managers of socio-cultural activities depends on their activity, the complex of acquired and formed personal qualities, which are considered by scientists as an integral characteristic of the resultant block of development in the process of self-development, which is accompanied by the realization of the structure of their self-consciousness. It should be noted that the professional self-awareness of managers of socio-cultural activities carries out a regulating function of understanding their own capabilities and limitations. At the same time, self-knowledge will allow to correlate the potential to achieve the goal through self-observation and self-esteem. Therefore, the greater the confidence of managers of socio-cultural activities in their capabilities, the higher their interest, status, level of communicative competence.

The next stage is goal setting that influences successful communication interaction and, accordingly, becomes a strategic goal in achieving goals through initiative, innovation and professional communication competence. Since the goal is a thinking model of the expected result, it is advisable to set goals in accordance with the needs, interests, tasks, opportunities for their realization. It is fundamental to adhere to such principles as: accuracy of goal definition, its dimension, reach, realism, time-certainty.

The process of creating a system of goals, their correlation with each other and the choice of optimal ones becomes prior in modern conditions of goal setting. The goal is to provide feedback between all its major components - purpose, means and result. With this in mind, we propose to determine the strategy of a manager of socio-cultural activities to use the following algorithm: “defining goal → achievement of the goal → implementation of the planned strategy → evaluation of results of activities → success of communication interaction”, which emphasizes the practical direction of the use of time management technologies in the process of successful communication interaction.

Taking into account these positions, we consider it appropriate to use targeting techniques such as: “SMART” and “tree of goals”. In particular, the “SMART” technique involves the formulation of a goal / goals based on the answer to a clarifying question to the constituent methods, namely: concreteness, measurability, reach, result, time orientation. The effectiveness of this method is verified by achieving the expected result.

Particularly noteworthy is the “tree of goals” technique, which is characterized by links between the goals of the system and the means of achieving them, by which the levels of goals are understood.

Taking into account the international experience in the conditions of Ukrainian reality, let us allow ourselves to somewhat delineate the concepts “mission-purpose-goal-task, which, in fact, come down to one thing which is the realization of the intended, where the mission is a strategy; purpose is a purposeful desire to achieve results; goal is a clear focus on the object of achieving the purpose; task is a predetermined amount of work, affairs through the means of achieving the mission-purpose-goals.

First, they identify the strategic mission of the enterprise / institution / person, and then formulate → the general goal (the first level), and then lower, → the main goal (the second level) → sub-goals (the third level) → tasks (the fourth level) that are directly interconnected.

When designing a "tree of goals", the choice of strategic mission and general purpose is important. The second and the third levels are implemented using the "goal-resources" algorithm. Problem solving is a set of resources and actions that help achieve the general goal [6]. It should be noted that the "tree of goals" methodology is unique for each manager of socio-cultural activities, but the matrix of the implementation of the goal setting process remains unchanged.

As practice shows, the most common reasons that prevent goals are: goals that are not spelled out; there are too many goals; goals are not clearly stated; the timing of the goals is not set correctly; perfectionism (perfection in everything); lack of plans for implementation, etc.

Time does not like when it is used incorrectly. It is our deep conviction that planning is the basis for successful communication in time management. Since the specificity of the temporary organization of managers of socio-cultural activities is its intermittent nature, the varying number of assignments, which necessitates the constant adjustment of plans to solve temporary problems in their activities, so it is extremely important to regularly plan your working day, set clear priorities and overcome obstacles for effective communication in the process of professional activities.

Relevant in this context are the advices of Stephen R. Covey, who states: "Success is not about hard work, but the ability to set priorities ... This requires a goal, a mission, a clear sense of guidance" [7, p. 162].

Let’s pay attention to the basic planning requirements implemented with the help of seven "R", which will provide high productivity. These include ways of organizing right thinking. In particular: resistance, which should be under-
stood as a reaction. If, in the exercise of one’s functional responsibilities, the employee is faced with failure, then it is necessary to think back and analyze the reasons; reevaluation, i.e. reconsideration of the situation; reorganization that provides high efficiency of professional activities; restructuring that takes 20 per cent of work to accomplish the most important tasks that are of the highest value and with as little time as possible for everyone else; reengineering, i.e. continuous search for ways to make the communication process easier and faster; reinventing, i.e. rethinking; regain control, i.e. control over the implementation of communicative interaction [7, p. 64–70].

Thus, effective planning in the process of communicative interaction involves preparation for the implementation of the tasks and organization of time; avoid unnecessary / extra plans; creation of conditions for rest between tasks; flexibility; creativity; distribution of large tasks into subtasks; getting the maximum result in a minimum of time; ability to focus on priorities and distinguish oneself from the unimportant, etc.

The analysis of scientific and periodical literature makes it possible to distinguish a number of systems and techniques of time management that will be useful in the course of communicative interaction in the socio-cultural activities industry. Namely: the Eisenhower principle (importance and urgency of cases), provides for the division of cases into four stages of importance: urgently important, urgently unimportant, urgently important, non-urgent unimportant); the Parkinson’s principle (states that the work takes up all the time allotted to it); the principle of the “saw blade” (reveals a decrease in productivity due to constant obstacles, which requires the development of the perfect balance between work and rest and all the same things to be combined into common blocks of activities); ABCDE Analysis (shows that you always have to reserve a small part of the day for important tasks. All tasks are divided into categories: A, B, C, D, E. Task “A” is a must-do (most important things), “B”, i.e. it should be done (important cases), “C”, i.e. it would be good to do (not important cases), “D”, i.e. delegation of cases, “E”, i.e. unnecessary tasks [4; 8–11].

When drawing up a list of plans for the communication process, practices recommend using the Alps method. This is one of the most effective methods of prioritization. Note that the Alps method is relatively simple, consisting of five processes and includes: drawing up a plan of tasks; determining the real time to perform scheduled tasks; reserve time for the stock (when planning the working hours, a manager of socio-cultural activities should provide 60 per cent of time to do the tasks from the plan for the day, and about 40 per cent of time should be attributed to the reserve time); decision making and delegation of cases; control and analysis of completed cases and implementation of the plan for the day [5; 9]. The advantages of using the Alps method are planning the communication process; clear understanding of tasks; streamlining the case plan; focus on priorities.

Conceptually important in the process of communicative engagement is the use of B. Franklin’s Method, which is to identify priorities and to clearly divide the main goal into sub-goals and sub-objectives. Visually, this system can be represented as a step pyramid, where each level (floor) is characterized by functional specificity. The first level (floor) is compiling a list of vital values; the second one is the identification of the global mission / goal; the third one is to form a master plan for achieving the goal; the fourth one is a long-term plan (for the next 4–5 years); the fifth one is a short-term plan (from 2–3 weeks up to 2–3 months); the sixth level (floor) is a plan for the day [2; 9; 12]. The importance of prioritizing cases in the process of communicative interaction will enable the manager of socio-cultural activities to work solely on important and necessary cases, focus on the isolation of only one task, avoid conflicts and stressful overload, purposefully pursue communicative interaction and achieve the set goals, enjoy professional activities and their results.

The study should also pay attention to the external factors, the so-called “time thefts”, which create obstacles in the communication of managers of socio-cultural activities, to which we include: a vague formulated goal / purpose; lack of priorities; poor planning; crisis situations; ineffective delegation of cases; inability to say no; inability to share hobbies and responsibilities; trying to accomplish many tasks in a very short period of time; personal disorganization; excessive communication skills; desire to know everything; lack of motivation; delay; low level of self-awareness and self-control; procrastination (delaying the start of the case and its termination), etc.

In our deep conviction, the manager of socio-cultural activities needs to follow a few simple rules in order to use his or her time in a communicative way. In particular, to set goals (real, with clearly defined time limits), to set priorities, not to postpone tasks to “later”, to persistently go to the achievement of goals, to control the communication process, to rest. After all, rest is not a departure from planned work, it is a renewal of strength and change of activities, which ensures the efficiency of performing professional duties. It is important to rest before the onset of fatigue, because rest must comply with the following principles: 5
Summarizing the foregoing, it should be noted that managers of socio-cultural activities have the opportunity to apply a variety of time management techniques, technologies and practices to the interactive organization of the time, which will contribute to the efficient organization of time according to personal and professional needs. In general, the temporal effectiveness of the communication process and the organization of work in socio-cultural enterprises will influence the determination of basic prerequisites for the formation and achievement of successful professional activities and successful functioning of the organization. In doing so, it is important to remember Stephen R. Covey's advice: "Learn to organize not time but yourself". But whatever the means of achieving the goal in the process of business, professional, interpersonal communications are, the most important should be the values: respect, tolerance, honesty, responsibility, responsiveness, self-belief and belief in others, optimism.

Conclusions. The study and application of time management technologies in the socio-cultural activities industry will allow the staff of socio-cultural activities business enterprises to respond professionally to changes in Ukrainian society and to adapt to market conditions. Mastering a practical component of temporal competence by a manager of socio-cultural activities will greatly enhance opportunities such as the ability: to manage oneself; to identify clear personal goals; to plan successful communication interaction; to increase professional, personal, creative potential; to develop problem solving skills; to avoid stress; to deepen ingenuity and innovation of activity; to show a high level of emotional competence; to influence the interlocutor; to create prerequisites for delegation of authority; the necessary situational choice of priorities between personal and professional environment; performing work at lower costs and efficient work results; rational organization of professional activity, etc.

Further directions of research. These results can form the basis for the development of a model of successful communicative interaction in the socio-cultural activities industry, taking into account time management technologies that are well understood and characterized in the article.
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minutes rhythm for 1 hour; maximum switching; maximum context change.
The Pareto principle is well suited for use in the socio-cultural activities industry, the essence of which is to use 20 percent of your working time to get 80 percent of the result. At the same time, it is important to single out the "key tasks".

Let’s not forget another method of time management – Pomodoro. Its essence is to systematically change 25 minutes of tasks to 5 minutes of rest. After four such cycles, rest should last at least 30 minutes. The analysis of the working time of students-trainees at socio-cultural enterprises gives grounds to point out the efficiency and effectiveness of the method, which allows us to focus on the fulfillment of priority tasks and a clear division of affairs during the communication process.

A convenient and effective method of task control is the Getting Thing Done technique, which allows us to focus on the fulfillment of "key tasks". The practical trait that combines all these approaches is the Getting Thing Done technique, which provides the recording of all current actions in the communication process.
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АННОТАЦІЯ. У статті висвітлено сучасні тенденції формування комунікативних компетенцій майбутніх менеджерів соціокультурної діяльності. Виокремлено базові складові компетентності, важливих для успішної комунікативної взаємодії майбутніх менеджерів соціокультурної діяльності. Запропоновано основні принципи тайм-менеджмента, які будуть корисними під час процесу комунікативної взаємодії, ефективне використання часу і організація особистого професійного процесу, контроль за виконанням важливих справ, людяність у відносинах, зосередженість (сконцентрованість на своєму завданні), гнучкість (плани мають стати зручними для виконання професійних обов'язків), збалансованість (галузь, діяльність, особистість та соціокультурна діяльність мають збалансовано витрачати час), щадяче використання часу, обґрунтована робота над щоденними справами.